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Fight fatigue

Don’t let day-to-day stress drag you down. You get good sleep, try to 
eat right, and exercise, but sometimes you still feel like you could use 
a little extra help getting through your day. ASEA® Energy leverages 
select Powered by Redox™ ingredients you can count on—whether it’s 
home, work, or everything in between.

Tap into ASEA® Energy
We’re all looking for a reliable source of energy to get us through the day—
something to power our innate potential. But it can seem challenging to find a 
product that delivers results without the negative impacts or short-term energy 
boost many other energy products have. Luckily, ASEA Energy is your new go-to, 
good-for-you drink. It's conveniently packaged so you can take it with you wherever 
you go and drink it as needed. 

Feel the energy boost 
Our unique blend of ingredients helps support your body with each use. 

More balanced vitality
ASEA Energy supports the body instead of having large ups and downs.

We power potential™

Performance that’s 
Powered by Redox™

Take on your next big challenge 
with our ASEA® Redox Performanze 
products and achieve more 
than ever before. Leveraging 
decades of redox research, ASEA 
has developed ASEA Energy, a 
proprietary blend of specifically 
selected vitamins and scientifically 
proven herbs. 

Energy 
ASEA Redox™ 
Performanze
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ASEA Energy's blend of Powered by Redox™ ingredients.

Proprietary ASEA Energy blend

Feel good about ASEA Redox Performanze 
ASEA Redox Performanze products have been developed based on redox principles. 
Plus our proprietary ingredient blends don't rely on artificial additives. Instead, we 
leverage proprietary ingredient blends that help your body.

Ingredients

L-Arginine, Citric Acid, Taurine, 
Natural Flavors, Alpinia Galanga 
Root Extract, Panax Ginseng 
Extract, Green Coffee Bean 
Extract, Guarana, Stevia, Silicone 
Dioxide, Vitamin B3, Vitamin B6, 
Folic Acid, Vitamin B1. 

For more information, contact

Anytime, anywhere boost

Take a packet with you wherever 
you go and drink when convenient. 

Our powdered mix is easy to 
travel with and simple to use. 

Just open and add one 
stick pack to your preferred 
beverage. 

Shake or stir to incorporate 
and drink all the contents 
within 15 minutes. 

Adjust the type of beverage or 
amount of liquid for more or less 
citrus flavor.

Keto 
friendly

Gluten-free Soy-freeDairy-free

Energy 
ASEA Redox™ 
Performanze

Natural  
Guarana Taurine Ginseng Extract Vitamin B6


